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Abstract: 

Advanced persistent threats (Apts) the weakness of Cloud 
Computing System (SSF) for government and industry is a 
major concern. Cloud monopoly - - CCS or the cloud ser-
vice provider (CSP) provided by the privacy and integrity 
of the degree to determine if a high level metrics Security 
estimated security and best practices for a wide range of 
which reference the Delivery System Architecture Cloud 
, model, cloud security controls to assess the model. Trust 
cloud cloudcloudIaaS option is equipped with security 
controls and security controls applied to a small group, the 
high entry CCS (high-value agreement data) showing the 
potential of the four multi-tenant buildings used security 
level to assess. CCS Cloud Virtual Machine (VM) at rest 
images Protects depth security architecture to protect was 
adopted, with a high probability to penetrate, and access 
control CSP elements and cloud network monitoring and 
detection to reduce the other network security Elements 
of the Employment cloud tenant system administrator, to 
increase the VMS are falling.
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I.INTRODUCTION:

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) as 
defined in (Badger ET AL., 2011), “Cloud computing is a 
model, configurable computing resources (eg, networks, 
servers, storage, applications and services to a common set 
of network on demand is convenient to be able to use) is 
provided and minimal management effort or service pro-
vider interaction quickly “can be issued with. They repre-
sent a quantum leap in the field of information technology 
and many of us are likely to see in our lives. Customers 
excited by the opportunities of capital costs, and the al-
location offered by on-demand computing infrastructure 
management to focus on core competencies
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and one is taken away, and the most important to reduce 
the opportunity for agility, and be everywhere Before 
adoption can be on the issues that need to be addressed 
and are facing challenges while. Cloud computing data 
centers that provide these services online services, hard-
ware and software systems for the application of both 
shows. NIST (Badger et al., 2011), cloud-based services 
as defined by the four basic cloud delivery models are. 
Agencies a model or effective distribution and optimiza-
tion applications and business services, a combination of 
different models can work. These four models deliver (i) 
own cloud offering cloud services for the organization and 
managed by the organization or a third party. These ser-
vices may be indirect. (B), for example, Amazon’s cloud 
service, owned institution to sell cloud services that are 
available to the public and public cloud cloud services. 
(C) shared community concerns, to support a particular 
community by many organizations is part of cloud cloud 
services (for example, important considerations, and se-
curity, policy, and compliance requirements). These ser-
vices can be handled by the organizations or a third party, 
may be indirect. Cloud case is a private community, gov-
ernment or law cloudy. This, agencies and one or more 
(service provider role) is provided by way of cloud com-
puting is being used by all, or most, government agencies 
(user role). (D) hybrid cloud, a combination of various 
cloud computing infrastructure (public and private or 
community). Running in the public cloud is manipulated 
by a program, your travel agency data stored in the cloud 
is an example of a hybrid cloud.

A.ARCHICTECTURE OF CLOUD COM-
PUTING:

In this section, we provide services to the cloud depicting 
various models of cloud computing architecture present 
on a high level. Cloud computing, collaboration, agility, 
and enhances the scope and availability and reduce costs 
through optimized and efficient computing offers the pos-
sibility.
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More specifically, cloud describes the use of a set of dis-
tributed services and applications, and the pool of accounts 
and networks, information and storage resources (CSA 
Safety Guidelines 2009) consisting of information infra-
structure lose. These components are made quickly, and 
the unconditional implementation and the allocation and 
consumption for the benefit of sunshine a similar model 
can dispense with using. Cloud services are often, but vir-
tualization, providing technologies provide dynamic inte-
gration, synchronization and mobility and size in conjunc-
tion with the first not always possible 0.3 is used. Many 
of the details of the exact definition of cloud cloud go to 
one extreme or another that provides them with physical 
proximity to infrastructure Oualemkan shows the separa-
tion of resources, many of the features in the cloud can 
reduce or by artificially exaggerating. Often the increase 
or its scope has been deliberately marginalized try. Some 
examples you use one way or as a multi-tenant environ-
ment to share resources, always out and “perimeter” that 
are supposed to use the web browser, the service suggest 
that the Internet should be used for transportation, 

There are to be cloud-based. What is missing in these 
definitions is context. Architectural point of view, and 
out of this technology development, and the cloud is both 
similar and different from existing models and a lot of un-
certainty about how wise it is related to security methods, 
organizational, operational and technical Application-
cockroaches that could affect these similarities and dif-
ferences of traditional networks and information to cloud 
adoption. The other is a natural evolution and fusion tech-
nology, economy and culture shows, the cloud sea novel 
technological change and revolution are those who say 
that. The real truth is somewhere in between. Academ-
ics, architects, engineers, developers, managers, and even 
cloud from the perspective of consumers are trying to ad-
dress that today, many models available. We have an idea 
of dissemination of information technology network to 
focus exclusively on this chapter and which services will 
provide the design and architecture.

Fig: Architecture Design

II.RELATED WORK:

IV application security are correctly used in segmenting 
the domain controller, firewall, routers, and switches to 
configure and restrict access to parts of the network cloud 
and SOAP interfaces to prevent or signature wrapping at-
tacks and domain controllers for users A secure commu-
nication between “to close down” depending on. Identity 
and access management servers, domain controllers and 
other network devices in the cloud network configuration 
shown weakness and attackers can enter restricted TZS. 
Careful configuration management, cloud security situa-
tion must be taken into account when assessing the im-
portant factors. Inadvertently system administrator (sys-
admin) well trained CCS building such gaps create this 
infrastructure, maintain and properly to the right is a need 
to ensure that. At the end of the list does not guarantee the 
end encryption protocols that the system ,. Transmission 
channel data transfer, while the third party affected by 
the cloud computing system. CCS architecture reference 
model of the development and support of local communi-
ties and projects of the IaaS CCSS provides high-level 
security quantify that monopoly also called cloud cloud-
cloud computing system for an assessment of the safety of 
the main objectives of the implementation. 

Trust is based on a cloud of CCS paths structure IaaS 
cloud that covered the basic elements unique attack. The 
civil status law is based on Bayesian network models, a 
class of attack paths APT spread over an area attack CCS, 
APT attack and attack each track to implement the nec-
essary steps. Faith (IV) and an area of identity and ac-
cess management and network segmentation (IAM) is a 
set of controls. Identify the physical and logical limits, 
or about a virtual network resources. TZS almost virtual 
wall protection and switch applications using the cloud, 
or using both physical and virtual devices, which can be 
implemented using real hardware. IV application and 
cloud security segmenting used to restrict access to parts 
of the network and SOAP interfaces to prevent attacks 
or sign correctly to wrap communication between users 
and domain controllers that are to secure configuration 
and domain controllers, firewalls, routers, and switches, 
depending on. Cyber security systems to cloud computing 
systems provide full protection. Many control systems to 
prevent external cloud limit applies to user access. Com-
pletely monitor communications through firewalls to 
maintain the security of cloud computing. CSP monopoly 
provided by IaaS cloud IaaS CCSS and the security
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situation in the services that can be used to assess how 
performance, and the APT (high-value data access), and 
the possibility of infiltration of APT To calculate the prob-
ability of detection is used. These two measures to iden-
tify the main security: IaaS CCS confidentiality and integ-
rity. , Cloud monopoly quantitative estimates of the value 
of produces and security contributions (optional lead now 
support local business communities are offered through 
projects including several security control) CCS-specific 
controls, and the specific control IaaS CCS safety To add 
extra value used to perform sensitivity analyzes may be 
(and optional services may increase the cost of CSP), a 
specific safety controller when there is uncertainty about 
the value [15]. Cloudy with unions application, cloud 
computing access control based on the risk of showing 
the dynamic architecture. Add to it, architecture is based 
on an extension of XACMLFlexibility of resources and 
the exchange of information in a dynamic environment 
like the cloud, delivering and maintaining portability fea-
tures. The structure considered most important by users 
and providers of risk metrics, which describes the use of 
policies based on risk.

III.PROPOSED APPROACH:

Verification using Mass Storage Device
The verification scheme mainly consists of four steps:

1. REGISTRATION PHASE:

Before registering on a central server, your User ID, PW 
is selected, it calculates the MAC (ID) and MAC (ID || 
PW), it’s a central server sends the securedchannel. Date 
of receiving the request from the user U
S compute W=MAC (ID) xor MAC (A||ID)
X= W xor MAC (ID||PW)
Y=MAC (W)
Z=MAC (ID||PW) xor MAC (A)
The central server S generates and issues a card to the 
userU by storing {X, Y, Z, and MAC (.)} in the mass stor-
agedevice memory. The mass storage device is delivering 
tothe user U through secured rout.

2. LOGIN PHASE:

You insert the card into the card reader user. Check card 
reader card is valid and then to go to the login page and 
the user enters the number and * PW *.

Otherwise the logon process to finish and move back to 
the user on the registration page. * PW * After entering 
the club ID card reader is calculated.
W*= X xor MAC (ID* || PW*)
Y*= MAC (A*)
If not * y and y equal or checks. You end and then again 
to get to the logon process does not move. The answer is 
yes, then However, the legitimate user is the user U card. 
If the card reader produces a number R random account.
B= W* xor R
Yid=MAC (ID||PW) xor R
C=MAC (W||Z||R||Tu) where Tu is current time of loginre-
quest.And sends login request message {C,B,Yid,Tu,MAC 
(ID)}to main server.

3. VERIFICATION PHASE:

{CB logon request message is received, the master, two, 
MAC (ID)}. The time delay between the central server 
health check ‘you’ is the message from the Lotto, to travel 
through time. Tu’- <= ΔT theThe time delay is accepted 
verification process. Then buy a central server.W*= MAC 
(ID) xor MAC (A|| MAC (ID))
R*=W* xor B
D=MAC (ID||PW)*=Cid xor R
Z*=MAC (ID||PW)* xor MAC (X)
C*=MAC (W*||D*||R*||Tu)
And checks whether C and C* are equal or not. Rejects 
thelogin request if they are not found equal. If true then 
centralServer S computes
Cs=MAC (MAC (ID)||Z||R||Ts)
Where Ts is the time when message to send and sendsac-
knowledgement message (Cs,D,Ts).Card reader compute
D*=MAC (ID||PW)
Cs*=MAC (MAC (ID)|| Z||R||Ts)
If D and D*, Cs* and Cs are same, then card reader 
makesession key and share both user U and central server 
S.
Sk=Mac (Mac (ID)||Ts||Tu||X)
Otherwise terminate to again login process.

4. PASSWORD CHANGE PHASE:

After the login valid user (checks Y*=Y)Then it ask for 
new password PWnewThen compute
X*=W xor MAC (ID||PWnew)
Z*=MAC (ID||PWnew) xor MAC (ID||PW) xor Z
And change the value of X and Z to X* and Z*.
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More specifically, cloud describes the use of a set of dis-
tributed services and applications, and the pool of accounts 
and networks, information and storage resources (CSA 
Safety Guidelines 2009) consisting of information infra-
structure lose. These components are made quickly, and 
the unconditional implementation and the allocation and 
consumption for the benefit of sunshine a similar model 
can dispense with using. Cloud services are often, but vir-
tualization, providing technologies provide dynamic inte-
gration, synchronization and mobility and size in conjunc-
tion with the first not always possible 0.3 is used. Many 
of the details of the exact definition of cloud cloud go to 
one extreme or another that provides them with physical 
proximity to infrastructure Oualemkan shows the separa-
tion of resources, many of the features in the cloud can 
reduce or by artificially exaggerating. Often the increase 
or its scope has been deliberately marginalized try. Some 
examples you use one way or as a multi-tenant environ-
ment to share resources, always out and “perimeter” that 
are supposed to use the web browser, the service suggest 
that the Internet should be used for transportation, 

There are to be cloud-based. What is missing in these 
definitions is context. Architectural point of view, and 
out of this technology development, and the cloud is both 
similar and different from existing models and a lot of un-
certainty about how wise it is related to security methods, 
organizational, operational and technical Application-
cockroaches that could affect these similarities and dif-
ferences of traditional networks and information to cloud 
adoption. The other is a natural evolution and fusion tech-
nology, economy and culture shows, the cloud sea novel 
technological change and revolution are those who say 
that. The real truth is somewhere in between. Academ-
ics, architects, engineers, developers, managers, and even 
cloud from the perspective of consumers are trying to ad-
dress that today, many models available. We have an idea 
of dissemination of information technology network to 
focus exclusively on this chapter and which services will 
provide the design and architecture.

Fig: Architecture Design

II.RELATED WORK:

IV application security are correctly used in segmenting 
the domain controller, firewall, routers, and switches to 
configure and restrict access to parts of the network cloud 
and SOAP interfaces to prevent or signature wrapping at-
tacks and domain controllers for users A secure commu-
nication between “to close down” depending on. Identity 
and access management servers, domain controllers and 
other network devices in the cloud network configuration 
shown weakness and attackers can enter restricted TZS. 
Careful configuration management, cloud security situa-
tion must be taken into account when assessing the im-
portant factors. Inadvertently system administrator (sys-
admin) well trained CCS building such gaps create this 
infrastructure, maintain and properly to the right is a need 
to ensure that. At the end of the list does not guarantee the 
end encryption protocols that the system ,. Transmission 
channel data transfer, while the third party affected by 
the cloud computing system. CCS architecture reference 
model of the development and support of local communi-
ties and projects of the IaaS CCSS provides high-level 
security quantify that monopoly also called cloud cloud-
cloud computing system for an assessment of the safety of 
the main objectives of the implementation. 

Trust is based on a cloud of CCS paths structure IaaS 
cloud that covered the basic elements unique attack. The 
civil status law is based on Bayesian network models, a 
class of attack paths APT spread over an area attack CCS, 
APT attack and attack each track to implement the nec-
essary steps. Faith (IV) and an area of identity and ac-
cess management and network segmentation (IAM) is a 
set of controls. Identify the physical and logical limits, 
or about a virtual network resources. TZS almost virtual 
wall protection and switch applications using the cloud, 
or using both physical and virtual devices, which can be 
implemented using real hardware. IV application and 
cloud security segmenting used to restrict access to parts 
of the network and SOAP interfaces to prevent attacks 
or sign correctly to wrap communication between users 
and domain controllers that are to secure configuration 
and domain controllers, firewalls, routers, and switches, 
depending on. Cyber security systems to cloud computing 
systems provide full protection. Many control systems to 
prevent external cloud limit applies to user access. Com-
pletely monitor communications through firewalls to 
maintain the security of cloud computing. CSP monopoly 
provided by IaaS cloud IaaS CCSS and the security
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situation in the services that can be used to assess how 
performance, and the APT (high-value data access), and 
the possibility of infiltration of APT To calculate the prob-
ability of detection is used. These two measures to iden-
tify the main security: IaaS CCS confidentiality and integ-
rity. , Cloud monopoly quantitative estimates of the value 
of produces and security contributions (optional lead now 
support local business communities are offered through 
projects including several security control) CCS-specific 
controls, and the specific control IaaS CCS safety To add 
extra value used to perform sensitivity analyzes may be 
(and optional services may increase the cost of CSP), a 
specific safety controller when there is uncertainty about 
the value [15]. Cloudy with unions application, cloud 
computing access control based on the risk of showing 
the dynamic architecture. Add to it, architecture is based 
on an extension of XACMLFlexibility of resources and 
the exchange of information in a dynamic environment 
like the cloud, delivering and maintaining portability fea-
tures. The structure considered most important by users 
and providers of risk metrics, which describes the use of 
policies based on risk.

III.PROPOSED APPROACH:

Verification using Mass Storage Device
The verification scheme mainly consists of four steps:

1. REGISTRATION PHASE:

Before registering on a central server, your User ID, PW 
is selected, it calculates the MAC (ID) and MAC (ID || 
PW), it’s a central server sends the securedchannel. Date 
of receiving the request from the user U
S compute W=MAC (ID) xor MAC (A||ID)
X= W xor MAC (ID||PW)
Y=MAC (W)
Z=MAC (ID||PW) xor MAC (A)
The central server S generates and issues a card to the 
userU by storing {X, Y, Z, and MAC (.)} in the mass stor-
agedevice memory. The mass storage device is delivering 
tothe user U through secured rout.

2. LOGIN PHASE:

You insert the card into the card reader user. Check card 
reader card is valid and then to go to the login page and 
the user enters the number and * PW *.

Otherwise the logon process to finish and move back to 
the user on the registration page. * PW * After entering 
the club ID card reader is calculated.
W*= X xor MAC (ID* || PW*)
Y*= MAC (A*)
If not * y and y equal or checks. You end and then again 
to get to the logon process does not move. The answer is 
yes, then However, the legitimate user is the user U card. 
If the card reader produces a number R random account.
B= W* xor R
Yid=MAC (ID||PW) xor R
C=MAC (W||Z||R||Tu) where Tu is current time of loginre-
quest.And sends login request message {C,B,Yid,Tu,MAC 
(ID)}to main server.

3. VERIFICATION PHASE:

{CB logon request message is received, the master, two, 
MAC (ID)}. The time delay between the central server 
health check ‘you’ is the message from the Lotto, to travel 
through time. Tu’- <= ΔT theThe time delay is accepted 
verification process. Then buy a central server.W*= MAC 
(ID) xor MAC (A|| MAC (ID))
R*=W* xor B
D=MAC (ID||PW)*=Cid xor R
Z*=MAC (ID||PW)* xor MAC (X)
C*=MAC (W*||D*||R*||Tu)
And checks whether C and C* are equal or not. Rejects 
thelogin request if they are not found equal. If true then 
centralServer S computes
Cs=MAC (MAC (ID)||Z||R||Ts)
Where Ts is the time when message to send and sendsac-
knowledgement message (Cs,D,Ts).Card reader compute
D*=MAC (ID||PW)
Cs*=MAC (MAC (ID)|| Z||R||Ts)
If D and D*, Cs* and Cs are same, then card reader 
makesession key and share both user U and central server 
S.
Sk=Mac (Mac (ID)||Ts||Tu||X)
Otherwise terminate to again login process.

4. PASSWORD CHANGE PHASE:

After the login valid user (checks Y*=Y)Then it ask for 
new password PWnewThen compute
X*=W xor MAC (ID||PWnew)
Z*=MAC (ID||PWnew) xor MAC (ID||PW) xor Z
And change the value of X and Z to X* and Z*.
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IV.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK:

Cloud computing allows users to manage and invest the 
huge benefits offered by infrastructure and the ability to 
reduce operating expenses and capital offers. Individual 
within the network to use the information from one node 
to the cloud concept for the arrival of data between dif-
ferent clouds requires an effective technique, but inside 
the cloud is completely different than that potential at-
tacks have been improved. Through this paper the mass 
storage device using various cloud computing technol-
ogy and verification of safety is a short survey. The main 
concern will accommodate important information files is 
the way to build a verification protocol. We Czech-in re-
mote cloud computing security of information at a time 
to obtain information about the dynamics of the public 
to explore the problem of providing verification of this. 
Building efficiency is closely keep in mind, for these two 
essential goals was deliberately designed to do. Here are 
the best for the implementation of the proposed technique 
has been reduced certification and provides the opportuni-
ty for exploitation, and that the participant, however, such 
secular thought this was introduced hybrid cloud clouds 
play DOS attacks ,, etc.security prevent various attacks.
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